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Lessons learned in Software Testing

jerry weinberg perfect software

heuristics

are applied not followed

Definitions: 

Heuristics report to the community

Dead bee heuristic (check if is dead)

Coat tail bug

New Node

try the simplest thing that could work

focus

reductionis appraoch

disctord the common 

reduce the number of factor

prefer one factor at a time

deep focusing 

great one linersfirst testability then capability

What do we want to learn

Senses are agreeing on what we see / hear and 
we all agree on commonsense 

price has many functions exchange of money is 
just one of them

first responsibility of a testeridentify the constraints and figure out away 
around it

A tester  knows there is a different meaning 
about the observation

go not for bugs straight away start with general 
benefits

Testing never finishes it only stops

rejection checks instead of acceptance test

We use matrixes to ask questions

checking is cheap

can be automated

testing is a sapient activity 

questioning activity

emotion 

testing should not be to focussed

testing questions are there more of there 

obvious to me (said the programmer)

Diagram create or ask the diagram

define categories observe

force fail

focus on tools

analyze data

calc how many test session you can do.

drop all the stickies 

James Bach satisfice the assumption is the opposite of a test harry collins

definitionsBug is anything that threatens the value of the 
business

issue is anything that makes testing harder or slower.
Gives bugs more time to hide

video monkey business solutions 

theinvisible gorilla.com
color changing cards

hudine dead body

ofshore problems don't gave bad news

top n thing that slowing you down.

change the deliverable

Weinbergwienbergintake

Meaningsurgerydoctor 

remote room
Significancealternative

response reaction

HUH really So 

The rule of three3 differentinterpretation

nice daysarcastic 

serious

guilty

bugsbugs don't follow rules

Bugs don't follow standards

Bugs 


